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BEVELS
by Donald B. Johnstone
arpenters' adjustable bevels from earliest periods
have been characterized by having a blade and
stock with a pivot in the form of a rivet or screw.
Some blades were secured in position by tightening the
pivot screw. So common was this arrangement for both
homemade and manufactured bevels that patents were not
issued for such simple devices. Most of the patents that
were eventually issued for bevels involved attempts to
avoid the large thumbscrew or wing nut which protruded
from one side of the stock, and which prevented the stock
from being laid flat against the work.
One of several methods designed to achieve a flush
surface to both sides of the stock was to insert a rod
through the stock to clamp the blade in a desired position.
This was activated by a thumbscrew or lever at the butt
end of the stock. I shall refer to these as butt-locking
bevels.
The most common method of achieving a flush surface
to a bevel stock was to have the mechanism for locking the
pilot screw recessed below the surface of the stock.
Generally this was accomplished by narrowing the stock
on both sides at the pivot end. I shall refer to these as
recessed pivot-locking bevels.
Some English makers accomplished flush stocks by
the simple expedient of a countersunk pivot screw.
However, they required a screwdriver to set the blade.
Examples are known by Ridge & Son and Marples & Son,
both of Sheffield.

C

Figure 1. Isaiah Robonson's 1870 patent.

Robinson obtained two more bevel patents, and his
1870 patent was reissued eight years later. Patents were
reissued for a variety of reasons, but it appears likely that
this one was directed toward preventing infringement of
his butt-locking idea.
Robinson's original patent
description for his bevel was vague about the locking
mechanism, so the reissued patent addressed this
shortcoming, and made this aspect clearer. The reissue
was assigned to another person, Henry Fairbanks.
Robinson's mechanism of securing the blade with a wedge
was markedly different from the patented methods
employed by others who were designing, patenting, and
manufacturing butt-locking bevels in the period between
Robinson's original patent and its reissue.
(continued on page 4)

BUTT-LOCKING BEVELS

November 10 - CRAFTS Meeting
Isaiah J. Robinson of St. Johnsbury, Vermont, was the
first to patent, on June 14, 1870, and manufacture a buttlocking bevel. Robinson's patent was for a rod and thumbscrew that activates a clamping wedge to secure the blade.
His products of the St. Johnsbury Tool Company are well
known as beautifully machined brass, steel, and rosewood
bevels. See Figure 1. Robinson and his company are well
covered in Chronicle 37:3, 1984 by Paul Kebabian.

High Bridge, NJ, Masonic Lodge

The Manufacture of Ivory-Trimmed Plow
Planes at Auburn & Sing Sing Prisons
in New York State
Program by Andy Delans
(see page 2)
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CRAFTS Calendar of Events
Nov. 30 - Too/Shed (Feb. issue) free ad deadline.
Nov. 10 - CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, N.J.
Feb. 9, 1997 • CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, NJ.
Apr. 13, 1997 - CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, N.J.
May 10, 1997 • CRAFTS auction (see Presidents Comer
on page 3 for information on consignment forms)
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Andy Delans lives in Manlius, New York, just outside
Syracuse. He will be our speaker on November IO. Now
retired, he worked for Crucible Steel, initially in Pittsburgh and
thenin Syracuse. Crucible's business is manufacturing specialty
steels which are used in tools, drills, valves, etc. Andy is a
metallurgical engineer and served Crucible as Vice President of
Technology and subsequently as Vice President of Operations.
He's a graduate of Pittsburgh University.
He began collecting tools about 20 years ago, with wooden
planes as a primary interest. His interest in planes gravitated to
the ivory-trimmed plow planes that were made under contract by
prison labor in New York State. The one shown is his first one.
It's a boxwood example made by Auburn Tool Co. It has ivory
tips and nuts, and sterling silver plating.
Two prison systems provided labor by contract: Auburn and
Sing Sing. There were many contractors who held contracts
with the prisons over the years, Dunham & M'Master had the
first contract with Auburn from 1821 to 1825, and were
followed by IO others ending in 1877. Truman and Zalmon
M'Master each held contracts with Sing Sing between 1833 and
1843.
Andy has an interesting article in the June 1996 Gristmill
which includes information about prison life at these two
institutions. The Auburn system, or silent system, provided
individual cells and daytime employment, and there was no
communication among inmates without severe punishment. This
is an interesting part of our history.
The ivory-trimmed plow planes made in silence for the
various contractors were sometimes signed by them and
sometimes not. Andy has researched the variations in the ivory
trim over time and can associate an unmarked plane with a
prison and a contractor by looking at the style of the ivory.
Andy's talk about the prisons, the contractors, and the planes was
first given at the M-WTCA meeting at Stevens Point.
You'll hear the whole story of "The Manufacture of
Ivory-Trimmed Plow Planes at Auburn & Sing Sing Prisons in
New York State" at our November 10th meeting in High Bridge.
Andy will bring several ivory-trimmed plow planes to display,
and some will be for sale.
Hank Allen

PRES ID EN'"r'S
CORNER

Meet Yo11I' Dealel's
Bill Phillips
The purpose of this column is NOT to evaluate dealers,
but simply to present useful & interesting information
about tool sources..

First off let me say that I find myself somewhat limited in
keeping you informed as to the goings on at various auctions etc.
since I have less time to get around than I once did. I still manage
to visit the Lambertville flea market fairly regularly; however, the
drop off in "tool finds" by everyone has become rather severe,
especially for those items that have been collected for some time.
Consequently, I have sated my collecting urge by buying other
collectibles. I also have been trading more. What I have concluded
is that for many tool categories the majority of the better items are
already in someone's collection. These better items are therefore
being offered at the more prominent tool auctions or through
dealers who have put in the time to find those collections and
either buy them in total or pry loose some of the items. Dealers, in
turn, attempt to find the most likely purchaser at the best price.
Well just how would a dealer or a fellow CRAFTS member find
out what you are interested in? Besides the obvious which is to let
dealers know directly, our club offers several ways to assist you.
First, all members can place a small ad, for no charge, in the
Too/Shed. This is a good way to alert all members, both dealers
and collectors, as to what you are seeking, You can sell an item
the same way (see Buy, Swap,& Sell on page 12 for details). A
second avenue is to put on a display at one of our meetings. This
is a good way to educate other members ( and yourself) as well as
find out what they have that might interest you. If my memory
serves me, Chuck Granick is in charge of meeting displays. And
last but certainly not least, you can write an article for the
Too/Shed. It is not as difficult as you might think; Hank Allen will
give you plenty of advice and help. You get your name in print!
Your mother will be so proud! Sure there will be a few people who
will write to tell you all the things you left out, but then you will
know more than when you started. Best of all, there are a number
of members who like to see their tools end up with someone who
truly appreciates them, and setting up a display or writing a nice
article is an excellent way for you to show just that.
Planning is underway for the next CRAFTS auction, and
consignment forms will be available at the next meeting. If you are
not at the meeting send me a self-addressed stamped envelope at
8S Brunswick Ave. , Lebanon, NJ. The sale has always been an
excellent way to sell unusual and quality items, and therefore a
great way to get cash to buy things to add to your collection.
Welcome to new members Robert Arra, Wappinger Falls,
NY; Michael Barone, Ellicott City, MD; Clarence Blanchard,
Pownal, ME; Justin Boesch, East Greenwich, RI; Mike DeLong,
Forney, TX; Dennis Fischer, Roanoke, VA; Ed & Judy Friedman,
Wappingers Falls, NY; Frank Gillen, Harrisburg, PA; Lawrence
Golden, Cranford; John & Grace Goss, Loveland, CO; Rik Harvin,
White House Station; John Hollis, Phoenixville, PA; Don Jordan,
Boulder, CO; William Knudson, Palisades, NY; John Letsche,
West Milford; Jack McDaniel, Leander, TX; William Pendleton,
Brewster, MA; Stephen Poltorzycki, Arlington, MA; Ed Richards,
Sebago Lake, ME; Brad Sahler, Basking Ridge; Gerard
Schneider, New York, NY; Frank Sturgeon, Strasburg, VA; Bob
& Sue Swaney, Cincinnati, OH; John Wells, Berkeley, CA; and
Frank White, Sturbridge, MA.
Joe Hauck

A dealer almost from the beginning. That's Bill
Phillips, who may have the most diverse inventory of
antique tools around stashed away somewhere - and he
knows where - inside his several-building spread in the
little hamlet of Stines Comer, Pennsylvania.
Actually, the Phillipses are Stines Comer. Oh, the old
hotel sits up the road a half mile. But the hub is the
"store," a general hardware store, that once was the nerve
center for a highly reputed country contractor. (A ride
through the countryside with Bill on the way to an
auction, of course, offers a construction history of the
area.) The house across the "street" (Highway 863) is the
domain (almost) of Mary, his wife of S3 years, an astute
collector in her own right.
The "store" today is still a general hardware store. It
just offers a broad range of pieces from a century earlier.
When shuffling through its confines, be sure to look up
and down - as much good stuff hangs among the deer
racks from the ceiling, or has found a place under a
workbench in the shop. Big stuff or little stuff,
hit-and-miss engines, workbenches, farm tools,
blacksmithing equipment, and even stills are as commonly
found as planes - wooden and transitional - levels, saws,
wrenches, and edge tools, including goosewing axes.
His knowledge is as broad as his inventory. Ask him
a question about Stanley and he's as quick to reply as if
discussing engines or goosewings, two of Bill's favorite
tool types. ("Though rm very proud of my Pennsylvania
planes," he says.)
The answer starts as he curls his thumbs around the
suspenders of his ever-present overalls and a grin slides up
the comers of his mouth between his bushy sideburns.
The answer ends with a tool-collecting story that will
bring a twinkle as sharp as a spark from a stirred forge to
his steel-gray eyes. Those stories, spun with the rapidity
of a fisherman, are an important part of a stop by Bill's
place.
He is genuine. He is real. Bill's accumulation is what
defies imagination. It all started when he was about 14
and slipped off to auctions around his native Phillipsburg,
New Jersey. More often than not, he came home with a
pile of leather harness pieces, which he restored and
resold. He was a "natural" and it has just grown from
there.
Advice to a new collector? "Buy the better stuff from
the beginning," he says. "Now, if you buy something
cheap, to be honest with you, chances are it will stay
cheap. Bargains aren't there like they used to be." So,
whether after a trophy for your shelf at home, or outfitting
a museum, a trip to see Bill Phillips will let you say, "Been
there, done that."
Mickey Holmes
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BEVELS (continued from page 1)

Leonard Bailey and Samuel D. Sargent of New
Britain, Connecticut, were issued a patent on March 19,
1872 for a butt-locking bevel. Their unique design
involved a compound lever within the stock with the
thumb piece an integral extension of the lever. The bevel
was manufactured and sold by the L. Bailey Co. of
Hartford, Connecticut. Figure 2 is from the Ken Roberts'
reprint of the 1883 Bailey Catalog.

Bailey's Patent Flush T Bevel.

Figure 3. Samuel Sargent's 1873 patent.

Patents for butt-locking bevels were issued to
Adolphus and James L. Kershaw of Cleveland, Ohio, on
February 9, 1892, and to Christian Bodmer of New Britain
on July 14,1908. Both were slight modifications of the
Sargent 1873 patent. The former was sold as the Eagle
bevel, and the latter was assigned to and manufactured by
Stanley.
RECESSED PIVOT-LOCKING BEVELS

PRICES.
8 inch, .
10 inch, .

.

per doz., $14.40
"
16.33

Hali dozen in a box.

The method of securing the Blade at any angle
desired le simple, yet effective. Fig. 2 ehowe the
Internal construction of the Handle. By moving
the thnmJ>.piece at the lower end of the Handle,
the long lever acts upon the shorter one (being
set upon a strong pivot)." The strength of a com•
pound lever is produced by this arrangement, and
the short lever being attached to a Nut Inside the
upper end of the Handle, operates as a wrench to
turn It upon the screw, and thu~ to fasten or release
the Blade at the pleasure of the owner.
The Handle of this Bevel ls made of Cast
Iron. The Blade is of tine quality Steel, spring
temper, and with perfectly parallel edges.

The first patent for this type of bevel was issued to
Leonard D. Howard of St. Johnsbury, Vermont, on
November 5, 1867. The Howard design appears in the
Shannon Tool Catalog of 1873 as "Star Bevels" (Star
Tool Co. of Middletown, Connecticut) and bore the
impression of a star as well as the patent date on the
wooden stock. A variety of models and sizes were made,
with some blades graduated in inches. Rosewood and
mahogany were used for the stocks, and brass for the butt
and screw plates. Deluxe models had brass stocks with
rosewood infills and a recessed spirit level, or a brass
stock. It is presumed that Star did not make all of
Howard's bevels, as some bevels carry only the patent
date. Deluxe models carry Howard's name in a semicircle
over the Howard patent date. Some pivots are controlled
by a recessed wing nut, and others by a diamond-shaped
bolt head. Both are shown in Figure 4. A more complete
account of Howard and his bevels appeared in the

Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Page 10 of Bailey 1883 Catalog .

Samuel D. Sargent was issued a patent on July 22,
1873 for a butt-locking bevel, which differed from
Bailey's lever- action design of one year earlier by having
the rod offset to one side of the butt and a thumbscrew
that when turned caused the rod to impinge on the blade
and secure it. Sargent assigned the patent to the Stanley
Rule and Level Company of New Britain, Connecticut,
which manufactured and sold this tool as the No. 18
Eureka Flush T Bevel. See Figure 3.
Figure 4. Leonard Howard's 1867 patent.
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February 1986 issue of the
ACTIVE Scrapbook.
The more frequently seen
carpenters'
bevels
with
recessed-lever action for
locking the blades are those
produced over the years under
the Stanley name. The chronology of these various designs
is embodied in four patents
dating from 1871. In order to
appreciate the development of
these bevels, it seems appropriate to consider briefly what
Stanley and other firms were
offering before the first bevel
patents were granted. Figure
5a illustrates a typical nonpatented design from the Figure 5. Stanley bevels [L-R]: Circa 1850 (a); Justus A. Traut's 1871 patent (b),
Stanley catalogs of the mid1877 patent (c), and 1897 patent (d); and Edward Schade's 1904 patent (e).
nineteenth century. The tool comprises a wooden stock, a
blade lock with the thumb. It is apparent from the number
slotted steel blade, and a pivot screw with a wing nut.
of these bevels available today that Stanley produced
There were numerous makers providing similar bevels,
many over the years.
including Tidgewell of Middletown, Connecticut, and Hall
After 20 years, Stanley apparently became concerned
and Knapp before they were absorbed by Stanley in 1858.
with protecting the recessed-lever idea. Justus A. Traut
Some of these bevels were made and sold with no evidence
was issued a patent design for a tool handle on March 6,
as to the makers. Since nothing unique was involved, no
1897. It covered the design of the wooden bevel stock. In
patents were issued for them.
addition to the recessed areas for the lever and the bolt, it
The first patented carpenter's bevel offered by Stanley
included elongated recesses along both sides of the stock
was Justus A. Traut's bevel patented May 9, 1871. See
to provide for a better grip. All Stanley bevels bearing the
Figure 5b. Traut's bevel was patentable by virtue of a
1897 date have these recesses. See figure 5d.
cone-shaped bolt head at the pivot. A square hub on the
A bevel patent was issued to Edward A. Schade on
inner surface of the bolt head fits the slotted blade, so that
September 6, 1904 and was assigned to Stanley. The
as the blade swings the bolt will turn. The bevel has the
claim involved an enlargement of the slot at the curved end
same protruding wing nut as earlier Stanley bevels. The
of the blade. This enabled the blade to be set tangential to
stock is cast iron in two halves with rosewood infills. It
the curved end of the stock. All Stanley bevels showing
also has a very unusual work rest which pivots from the
this enlargement bear the 1904 date stamped on the blade.
butt screw, an unusual feature. The rest would appear to
The bevel is shown as Figure 5e, but the enlargement may
be convenient as the stock is rather heavy. Stanley
not be obvious.
appeared to be excited to offer this tool, for they published
Diss ton made bevels for many years, but as late as
a full page illustration in their 1872 catalog. However,
18 88 they were still advertising a protruding wing nut
interest was short lived as it was never offered again.
design. Woodrough and McParlin of Cincinnati made a
Traut's next bevel patent was issued on September 4,
bevel whose blade was locked by turning a knurled-brass,
1877. The 1877 patent date in a familiar circle was
round bolt head, about the width of the stock. Its light
stamped on the wooden stocks of Stanley bevels with
wood resembled boxwood.
recessed pivot screw control levers for many years. The
Another approach to locking the blade was patented
earliest models show the date on the brass screw lever.
by Willard C. Ellis of Springfield, Massachusetts, on
See Figure 5c. Surprisingly, the patent did not cover an
March 21, 1871, one of the earliest patents. The unique
effort to provide a flush stock surface with a recessed
feature is a brass cam lever. To free the blade, the cam
lever. In fact, the patent drawing failed to show sufficient
lever, which is recessed into the stock, is lifted. To lock
recess area for the lever to provide a flush surface to the
the blade, the cam lever is returned, which provides a flush
stock. The patent claim was confined only to the design of
surface to the stock. Many years later, on December 15,
a bolt and lever which would enable the user to control the
1914, a similar idea was patented by Nicholas A. McGrath
THETOOLSHED-NOVEMBER1996
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The SHOW in Albuquerque

of Southington, Connecticut. This bevel was manufactured and sold as the Hold Fast bevel. See Figure 6.

Figure 6. Nicholas McGrath's 1914 patent.
Top marked Southington on stock,
and bottom marked Hold Fast on blade.
There are other bevels that could have been covered
here, but this article is intended as an introduction to the
standard carpenter's bevel. I will have an article on the
combination try square and bevel in a future issue of the
Too/Shed. For a complete study of bevels, you are
referred to my seven articles on bevels in the Chronicle of
EAIA (June and December 1987; March, September, and
December 1988; June and December 1989).

by Hank Allen

Joint meetings of two tool groups are not unusual, but
when four converge, that's big time! Big enough to lure
me to Albuquerque for a meeting sponsored by the Southwest Tool Collectors, Rocky Mountain Tool Collectors,
P.A.S.T. Tool Collectors, and collectors from two
M-WTCA area groups. I arrived at Bill McDougall's home
in Albuquerque early Thursday afternoon, just in time for
the opening reception. Who did I meet first? Roger Smith
from Massachusetts, of course. With great foresight Bill
had built his home with a 75 foot screened porch and a 75
foot center hallway, long before he started collecting tools.
The hallway is now covered with great tools up to its 10
foot ceiling ~ it was pictured in the February 1991 issue of
Smithsonian Magazine, and recently featured in a PBS
special. The hallway and the porch, with primitive tools
hanging on its rafters, easily accomodated over 200 guests
who all seemed to know each other.
Friday was a long day with setup in the Sheraton starting at 7 a.m., selling and trading all day, displays to see,
talks to attend, a buffet supper, and an auction that ran
past 10 p.m. More than 75 selling tables and 25 display
tables crowded the meeting room, leaving just enough
room at one end for demonstrations, talks, and the auction.
The auction, which followed a Mexican buffet supper for
243, included donated, consigned, and estate tools. As a
courtesy, members' estate tools are auctioned without
COmmISSIOn.

Ed: Donald and Helen Johnstone live in Colchester,
Vermont, near Burlington and his friend Paul
Kebabian. Don has retired from the University of
Vermont, where he was Professor of Microbiology in
the colleges of Agriculture and Medicine. His PhD is
from Rutgers University, where he studied under Dr.
Selman Waksman, Nobel prize winner for the
discovery of streptomycin. A member of ACTIVE in
the 1970s, he was a founder of NETCA which
consolidated tool groups in New England. He collects
tools, usually one type at a time, to study them and
understand how they are used. In tool circles he is
best known for his seven articles on bevels in the
EAIA Chronicle from 1987 to 1989. There's little
known about bevels that isn't covered in that series.
But, he's also written Chronicle articles about hand
vises (Sept. 1977), slide pliers (March 1990), and
marble cutter's hand tools (Sept. 1990). Thanks,
Don, for this nice article. Photographs are of bevels in
New Jersey collections and were taken by Charlie
Flynn, his third appearance the Too/Shed.
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Registration was a record 150 collectors. My guess is
that 10% were CRAFTS members, including Too/Shed
authors Bill McDougall, Ron Pearson, Bill Rigler, Don
Rosebrook, and Roger Smith. I passed out 75 copies of
the September Too/Shed and expect we'll have some new
members - and, I hope, some new authors too!
The
displays
were really nice.
Four are pictured in
this article. The
hammer
display,
photo 1, was by Jim
Mau of Mesa,
Arizona, who I knew
by reputation for his
prize-winning
displays on hammers
and axe making
pictured in recent
Gristmills.
Photo 1.
CRAFTSman
Jim Mau's hammer display.
Tom Lamond, who has written for the Gristmill andother
publications on spokeshaves, displayed those shown in

Photo 2. Tom Lamond's spokeshave display.

photo 2. Ludwig Pietz from Southlake, Texas, who also
gave a talk on his blacksmith tools, mounted the display
shown in photo 3.

Photo 3. Ludwig Pietz's blacksmith tool display.

The first-prize display was titled "Mining's Precious
Metals." See photo 4. It was beautiful! In fact, I was
going to tell you about it even if it hadn't won. It was
presented by Leo Stambaugh of Georgetown, Colorado.
Leo has an antiques store in Georgetown, an early silver
mining town, with about a third of it set aside for his
museum-quality collection of mining tools and related
artifacts. All those in his display were of brass, copper, or
German silver. At the top of the photo you can see a brass
signal bell and three brass carbide lamps. Carbide lamps
are self-generating acetylene gas lamps fueled by calcium
chloride and water. Against the backdrop are a variety of
miner's candlesticks, a pressure gauge, and blasting tools.
There are over 90 patents for miner's candlesticks, which
were often customized by miners. Some were multipurpose tools, with such features as "matchsafes" and
dynamite crimpers. In the display case there were two
presentation picks, which sparkled like crown jewels, and
other important memorabilia. One pick was made in a

prison shop and presented to Colorado governor Jesse
McDonald in 1905. The high quality of Leo's mining
collection reflects the pride that was taken by miners in
their tools, which is not generally appreciated, and the
technology employed by mining engineers who were
highly regarded by other engineering professionals.
Distances in the Southwest are mind-boggling; New
Mexico has 15 times the area of New Jersey. Imagine
driving two days, as many did, to a regional tool meeting!
But these are dedicated collectors, and very nice people.
As I flew out of Albuquerque with the Sandia Mountains
on the right and five inactive volcanos on the left, I could
see the Rio Grande trickling through the valley and
arroyos falling from the mountains onto the dry flat lands
waiting for the rains to fill them again. A few trees were
scattered here and there, as though placed by some master
gardener who knew they could survive. I was glad I had
come, and I will always remember the friendship of our
western colleagues.

Photo 4. Leo Stambaugh's "Mining's Precious Metals"
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Displaying Tools - A Country Store
by Steve and Markay Zluky
fter Markay took me
to an auction almost
25 years ago, the
tool-collecting bug struck me
and there has been no letup.
Together we began to search
for anything old and to
accumulate a variety of items.
My specialty is tools,
especially wooden and metal
planes, but I also like toy
trucks, primitives, and oil
lamps. Markay collects glass,
sheet music, sewing items,
and kitchenware.
Early in our collecting we
began to think about ways to display our growing
collection. Since our house was small there wasn't much
room for displays, but the porch, the stairway, the
bedroom, and our barn were all utilized. Finally, we
decided that we both liked the idea of a country store. Now
this added a new dimension to our collecting. On one of
our trips to my hometown in Pennsylvania, the local
hardware store was selling out. After purchasing numerous
treasures, Markay asked the owner if the old counter was
for sale. It was, and the first piece for our country store
was purchased. Mom's basement was a great temporary
storage area.

A
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Next, we began to
search for display cases of
all types. The big question
became: Where could we
put them? In 1987 we
decided to put an addition
on our home. Markay got
a country kitchen and a
new bedroom, and I got a
large room for our
collection. So the question
was answered, and our
country store idea was a
reality. The old hardware
store counter was the first
piece to be put in place.
More display cases were needed. We found them,
large and small, mostly in Pennsylvania but also in New
Jersey, at auctions and at garage and barn sales. Two large
display cases were discovered one Saturday morning at an
auction in a Grange Hall not far from home. We checked
them out but weren't sure if they would fit into our country
store. So, I left Markay at the auction and raced home to
measure the height of the room. Luck smiled on us that
day, because there was one-half inch of clearance. The two
cases were brought home, and the entire room was
rearranged to accomodate them. It didn't take long to fill
them either - only a few hours.

So, the country store now had a counter-bar area, the
two large display cases, an old oak ice box (which I finally
refinished after it had been in the barn for 12 years), a
seating area for admiring the collection, and several old oak
candy and tobacco display cases. We've displayed items in
the cases, on top of the cases, hanging on the walls, stored
in old tool boxes, and in my old wooden wagon. Harry
O'Neill, my longtime mentor, added a nice touch while I
was away one summer. With Markay's prodding, he made
a small sign and hung it over the entrance. It read, "Steve's
Museum."

Our country store idea has worked out great because
many items are in the display cases and don't require
dusting very often. The layout of the room also surprises
people when they see it for the first time. And, it allows us
to display our varied collection in a way that different types
of items will appear to belong together. It is pleasant to sit
and look at the tools, oil lamps, glassware, toys, etc. It's
also satisfying to place newly acquired items into the store.
Another problem surfaced. We ran out of space!
Some friends suggested another addition, but we had just
done that to our barn. Finally, this summer a new idea
solved the space problem. After purchasing 14 feet of
display cases, the basement has become an extension of our
country store. These new cases are now in place, and the
fun of displaying and collecting continues unabated.

Ed : Steve Zluky was a founding member of
CRAFTS and our second president, serving fro
1978-1990. He is particularly attracted to the
metal planes of Edwin Hahn and authored the
article "Edwin Hahn, Wilkes-Barre, PA
Planemaker (1847-1924) which appeared in the
Sept. 1992 Too/Shed.
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BOOK REVIEW
by Walter Jacob
The Legend of Stanley by Jeffrey L.
Rodengen. Write' Stuff Syndicate Inc. Fort
Lauderdale. 1996. Hardcover 191 pages.

J

effiey L. Rodengen, a Minneapolis-born author, col.umnist,
and historian has degrees in psychology and en~eenng.
He had a 15 year career in California producing, ~ting,
and directing films, television specials, and Broadway
productions. Since the early 1980s he has concentrated on
histories of industrial technologies and industry. The Legend of
Stanley is his latest in a long list of corporate histories.
This is a general corporate history of the Stanley Works. It
is the first history of the Stanley Works
since
Robert
Leavitt's
1951
Foundations for the Future: The
History of the Stanley Works. Mr.
Rodengen sets up the book
chronologically, starting with Frederick
T. Stanley's early life and how he got
involved with hardware. He goes on to
explain how William Hart, who started
with the company as a young boy of 19,
generated so many innovative ideas that
Stanley exhausted fierce competition
and weathered numerous recessions to
emerge in the 20th century as a
powerful hardware giant.
In Chapter 4, Rodengen explains
how the Stanley Works began to branch
out by purchasing a steel rolling mill.
Innovative advertising, such as "The
Autobiography of the Corrugated
Hinge," and William Hart's impressive
list of patented products overcame
competition and expanded their
domestic and international markets.
A new century brought a new
generation to the Stanley Works.
Chapter 5 details how William Hart had
given a remarkable 61 years of service to Stanley, including
being its president from 1888 to 1915. In 1915 he was made
chairman, and a new trademark was adopted in his honor - the
"Stanley Sweetheart." The chapter ends with how Stanley
supported World War I and the departure of William Hart.
Chapter 6 focuses on how Augustus and Henry Stanley,
distant cousins to Frederick T. Stanley, founded a boxwood and
ivory rule company. Rodengen explains the merger of A. Stanley
& Co. with Hall & Knapp in 1857 to form the Stanley Rule and
Level Company, thereby adding try squares and levels to the
product line. Two major acquisitions followed: E.A. Steams, a
rule manufacturer in Brattleboro, Vermont, and the woodworking
plane manufacturing business of Leonard Bailey. Stanley Rule
and Level became an industry leader in tools by acquiring many
other tool companies, such as John Frey, Atha Tool, Eagle
Square, and Gage.
10
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The Stanley Rule and Level Company's merger with the
Stanley Works in 1920 is explained in Chapter 7. They had
grown up side-by-side in New Britain, Connecticut, and by the
end of the nineteenth century the consumer public thought they
were one company. The merger was a match made in tool- andhardware heaven. Rodengen explains how Stanley got into the
European market, how electric hand tools became a product line,
and how push-pull tape rules and Stanlo toys were introduced.
"World War II and the Post-War Boom" is the theme of
Chapter 8. Stanley's war effort, the acquisition of North Brothers
Manufacturing Company of Philadelphia, and some major
innovations of the 1950s, such as the development oftheSurform
line if tools, is detailed.
The second half of the book is a departure from the first half,
with emphasis more on the corporate leaders and their role in
promoting the company. Less emphasis is given to the Stanley
product lines which, I feel, may be a weakness for tool collectors.
Chapters 9 and 10 continue to
address the achievements of
management. Rodengen explains
how Stanley capitalized on the
do-it-yourself craze and how the
slogan "Stanley helps you do things
right" came about.
The Stanley Works' 125th anniversary in 1968 is discussed. The
author explains how a painting was
commissioned for the celebration
and how Stanley became involved in
the Stanley-Sloane Museum.
Chapter 11 focuses on the
company's growth and describes the
shock waves that were felt when
Stanley "pulled the plug" on electric
tools, and then purchased Mac
Tools. Subsequent chapters deal
with Stanley's efforts at increasing
their worldwide markets, acquiring
tool companies, enlarging their
manufacturing base, and achieving a
universal appeal.
"Planning for the Future" is the
last chapter. Rodengen explains
Stanley's latest "4 x 4" Program to deal with corporate
downsizing and to set Stanley up for the 21st century and a
different image on Wall Street. He discusses innovative product
lines and Stanley's pride in more than 150 years of tool making.
The author covers collecting Stanley tools in the appendix,
explaining how this came about and where it is going.
The Legend ofStanley is a great book for anyone interested
in Stanley tools and the corporate history. More emphasis could
have been placed on the beginning history of the Stanley Rule
and Level Company. One portion of the Stanley history that was
omitted was the great inventors who worked for Stanley. And, I
would have liked a greater emphasis on the enormous and
diverse line of very interesting tools and hardware that Stanley
has manufactured over the years. Stanley's inventive tools and
products are, after all, what made them famous. Still, it's good
reading with lots of excellent photos.
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COLLECTING
It's More Than A Hobby, It's A Lifestyle

I

've been in antiques, one way or another, for almost 25
years. During that time I've met collectors of everything
from beer caps to carousel horses. There is a common
thread that runs through the makeup of collectors that is very
similar to the one in those playing sports: every event no matter
how small or inconsequential is tucked away in the memory
banks of the collector's mind. I'm not so sure that a baseball
player can tell you where he got each of his thousand or so hits,
but many collectors can tell you exactly where they got each of
the thousand or so pieces in their collections. And along with
where they got them would be some pretty good stories about
how they got them. This is not one of those stories. Rather, it
is a story of those telling the stories: the comradship of
collectors.
There is a certain ritual when collectors get together,
particularly if they are what we call "old timers". When the
smoke of the battle has cleared and the prizes are safely tucked
away, it becomes story time. Some of us are endowed with the
gift of gab, and other are blessed with the ability to listen. And
when things are going just right, we seem to be able to trade
places.
Such was the case on a recent trip up the Hudson Valley. It
was one of the rare occasions when Doris was not with me. I
don't particularly like driving alone, but there is one advantage
to it: I'm free to stop as long as I like at any given spot. And,
even more important, I can head for a town that normally we
would bypass. Hudson, New York, with its 30 or 40 antique
shops fits that bill nicely. I hadn't been there in years, and there
were a few dealers who I could drop in on along the way.
The first shop that I remembered from the "old days" was
closed, and the owner had bought a hotel just down the road. The
sign on the door said that he could be reached there, so off I
went. He was there all right, painting the porch of his
refurbished country hotel. We hardly recognized each other, but
we recognized each other's stories. It didn't matter much that
some were duplicates, we still roared with laughter at the tales
of the early tool auctions and how we thought we knew so much.
I declined the offer to help paint the porch in trade for a "country
lunch", and pushed on.
For a while there I thought I would never get to Hudson,
what with all the stops. It was almost a paradox of what
normally happens, which is: the longer the stay. the more the
tools. Not this time! There was absolutely no relationship
between the time spent and tool procurement. The truth of the
matter is that I didn't get a single tool during the 6 hours that it

took me to get to Hudson. (It's about 2 1/2 hours if you were
driving there without stopping.) But, I wouldn't trade those extra
hours for tools, even if I could have found some. Replaying the
good times of my life has deep-seated value to me.
Hudson was a disaster from the tool standpoint. I hardly got
enough to cover expenses. But I didn't care, because at one of
the shops (run by an auctioneer and frequented by tool people)
I met two people people I know and one who knows me. It was
as close to old home week as you could get. We went back over
20 years, with an almost "can you top this" format. Listening to
us, you might believe that tool collectors are a special breed of
nostalgic people, but I don't think we are any more so than any
other group of collectors, or any other closely knit group for that
matter. If it weren't for the fact that I like to eat on a fairly
regular schedule, I might have been there all afternoon.
I was so transported back in time that I decided to look up
Onni Hakola, a Shaker country dealer who was a good
woodworker, a good tool dealer, and an all-around good man. It
had been 12 or 13 years since I had seen Onni, and he was
ancient then. I decided to call first. My spirits soared when he
remembered me and invited me up. It was one of the most
bittersweet afternoons that I have spent in quite some time. All
ofOnni's tools were gone except for some users. After his wife
died, he threw himself into painting portraits - with such skill
that it was hard to believe. He could still spin a terrific yarn,
and I did most of the listening with this grand old man. As I left
my eyes watered, probably from the pollen I told myself.
It was late in the day when I stopped to see another old
friend. I was rocked back into the real world when I was
brought to his computer and shown his tool business on the
Internet. Now, I'm not what you call up-to-date on computer
lingo. (I have trouble putting a movie into the VCR.) Most of
what I was shown blew right over my head, but I got the point:
we are approaching the 21st century!
I couldn't help compare the last two dealers I had visited.
They are light-years apart in the same world. I would have no
trouble choosing which lifestyle to follow. Although some would
disagree, with me the old adage still stands: you can't teach an
old dog new tricks.
Herb Kean
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For grammar buffs: The Kean Rebellion!
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Placing punctuation marks with quotation marks follows a few simple
rules. One is that commas and periods always go inside an ending
quotation mark. (The opposite is done in Great Britain.) The reason
may go back to early typesetting where periods tended to fall off when
placed outside quotation marks. Quotation marks are principally used to
set off quoted material, but a minor use is to set off words that are to take
on a special meaning (Italics is a preferable way to do this.) For this
latter use, logic would lead to placing commas and periods outside the
ending quotation mark, but this is incorrect. Author Herb Kean, upon
learning this, has decided to cast for logic. So, in this issue's Kean
Kuttins he has broken with the rule twice, with your editor's assent. If
you are offended by this, please address all correspondence to him!
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Letters
Your editor has corresponded with CRAFTSman Dr. Edward Kremer of
Australia about your editor's use of the English language. The
following portion ofhis letter is ofinterest to everyone.

Tool collecting in Australia is alive and well, but we are a very small group in
a total population of only 15 million, spread over an area as big as the US. We rely
a lot on publications from the US and England which are much bigger and more
frequent than our own.
Personally, I subscribe to EAIA, your magazine, Fine Woodworking, American
Woodworker, and numerous catalogs and trade journals like Plane Talk and the
various auction publications. I do the same for the English publications.
Locally we have two main groups of tool collectors, both in the main or larger
cities. One is in Melbourne and one is in Sydney, and both have memberships in the
1OO's. Each produces a small but very informative monthly magazine, and meetings,
lectures, and sales are held. I believe that interest in tools generally is growing here,
as are the prices. Dealers have certainly recognized another area of profit.
We are perliaps a little more fortunate than the US collectors in that virtually all
toolsinAuslraliawrtil about 1940were imported, mainly from the UK or the US. We
thus have a lot of good early Preston, Norris, Spiers, and other known makers around.
As well, there is a lot of Stanley stuff about.
My favorite holiday is to go "bush" or out into the country, perhaps 300-400
miles from town, and attend country auctions and clearing sales. It is quite remarkable
miat turns up and the condition. The country areas are very very dry, a bit like Death
Valley, and there is very little rust or deterioration. Last month at a country auction
1300 miles from Sydney, I picked up a Stanley 55 (complete) in its original box for
A$65!
However,just before your members charter a jumbo jet to come over, I must say
that many trips do turn out to be fruitless, just like anywhere else. I have visited
various parts ofthe US over the last 15 years and have enjoyed my experiences there.
I first met you Yanks in Vietnam and have fond memories of some very nice people.
I look forward to visiting the US again in the future and would welcome meeting you.
Ted Kremer

AT LASTI

A comprehensive sawset directory

Patented American
Sawsets
~ 1812-1925~
• Over 800 Patent illustrations
• Patents listed by number and date
• Patents listed by Patentee
• Description of various saw set types
• Over 200 pages with soft cover
•Sawset Relative Rarity Gauge
OSAGE~ PRESS
Plus $I.SO S&H

(815) 398-0602
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Oct. 25-26, Sheraton Inn-East, Harrisburg,
Penn., Brown's 13th Annual Dealer Show and
International Tool Auction. Call Mickey Holmes
610-589-2229 for a catalog or information.
Nov. 16, Hillsboro, N.H., Your Country
Auctioneer's listed auction. Call Lee Murray for
information 603-456-3705.
Nov. 16 & Dec. (no date yet), Gablesville AC,
Boyertown, Penn., Barry Hurchalla's regular
monthly auction. Call Barry 610-323-0333 to get
on his mailing list.
Jan. 27, Commonwealth Fire Company, York, Penn., Barry Hurchalla's
auction followed bytheM-WfCAAreaP meeting on January 28. Call Barry
610-323-0333.
Feb. 22, Holiday Inn, Nashua, N.H., Your Country Auctioneer's Cabin Fever
Auction. Call Lee Murray for information 603-456-3705.

No. 29

F·RoM R.S. MILLS

With best wishes,

Auction Schedule

BRASS,,--------1

P.O. Box 5082, Rockford, IL 61125-0082
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Notice
Cory Amsler, Curator at Mercer Museum at 84 South Pine St. in
Doylestown, Penn., reports that the Museum's fifth annual Antique Tool
Discovery Day will be held Nov. 9 from 10 am -3 pm. The program features
tool collectors' displays, films, demonstrations, tool talks - including an
entertaining "Whatsit" presentation - and other activities. In addition you can
browse through the Mercer's 50,000 artifacts from America's pre-industrial
past. For information call Cory at 215-345-0210, ext. 27. For lunch your
editor recommends a visit to Maxwell's Restaurant and Victorian Pub.

CRAFTS members only may have a free 5 line (40 word) ad that is
primarily related to the exchange of ~ools or information. Each
additional line (over 5) is $1. Send to: Stuart Shippey, 251 Hillside
Ave., Chatham NJ 07928-1732 (FAX 201 301-9781). Ads accepted
on a space permitting basis. Please print or type them.

Wanted
STANLEY PLANES Nos. 164, 190W, 90A & L20-82E-HFL shuttle
plane. Bill Hermanek, 31 Wildwood La., Smithtown, NY 11787. 516
360-1216.
WRENCHES, all kinds of old adjustable & farm wrenches including
Quick adjusts and all Perfect Handle Tools. Will travel or pay
shipping. Judy & Ed Friedman, 16 Regency Dr., Wappingers Falls,
NY 12590. 914 298-4009.
Looking for unusual old WOMENS TOOLS 1860-1920. KITCHEN
items - cast iron eggbeaters, glass churns and mixers, mechanical
nutmeg graters, ice cream scoops, raisin seeders, etc. Also old cast
iron child-size sewing machines or very unusual full-size ones, and
unusual irons - fluters, combos, swans or other animals, unusual
child-size ones. Always have good woodworking tools - rules,
wooden planes, good Stanley, etc. - to trade or will buy outright.
Carole Meeker Box 169 Rhinecliff, NY 12574. 914 876-7818.
Articles and/or pictures for "Displaying Tools." If you have a great
display, but don't want to do it alone, call and we'll help. Call Hank
Allen 201 444-9440 or write to the address on page 2.

